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Summary Outline: 
I. What were the first civilizations like?

A. Challenge and Response
B. Some characteristics of Civilizations
C. The first seven civilizations, plus one 

1. Mesopotamian (3500 BC-300s BC)
2. Egyptian (3200 BC-AD 300s)
3. Indus (2500-1500) and the following Dark Age
3a. Indian (1000 BC- the present)
4. Chinese (2000 BC-the present)
5. Cretan (2500 BC—1200 BC)
6. Middle American (or, Mesoamerican) (1500 BC-AD 1521)
7. South American (or, Incan) (1900 BC-AD1572)

II. What did civilizations mean to cultures remaining primitive?
III. What place do primitive cultures hold in the world today?

Full outline:
I. What were the first civilizations like?

 A. Challenge and Response explains why civilizations came into existence, thrive, and collapse (Challenge and

Response explains how individuals and groups grow when given a challenge neither too difficult nor too easy)

     Example: U.S. East Coast

Example 2 : Hwang Ho

Example 3 : Eskimos

Example 4 : South Sea Islanders

 B. Some characteristics of Civilizations

     1. few (about 31 versus more than 10,000 primitive societies)

     2. large (in area & population)

     3. rich

     4. powerful

     5. cities (with a few cities before civilization)

     6. taxes and bureaucracies

     7. specialization of labor

     8. writing (except Incas) 

C. The first seven civilizations, plus one

All seven arose from primitive cultures 

1. Mesopotamian (3500 BC-300s BC)

    (Fertile Crescent, Cradle of Civilization)

a. Cause: Civilization was a side-effect of building an irrigation system

1) What is the long-range result of irrigation?

The salts present (even) in fresh water build up, eventually making the land too salty

to be very productive.

b. The Mesopotamians invented writing, on clay, using a stylus to make the indentations

c. The first surviving written code was issued by King Hammurabi.

2. Egyptian (3200 BC-AD 300s)

a. Cause: response to the challenge of growing more food by building irrigation system

1) How did the Nile valley avoid salt build-up?

The annual flooding of the Nile provided fresh soil, until the building of the Aswan

High Dam in 1956.

Footnote: The Mediterranean dried up: How do we know?

b. Recovering the past: Language and the Rosetta Stone

c. The Egyptians wrote on papyrus

3. Indus (2500-1500) and the following Dark Age

a. The Aryan invasion ca. 1500

b. Caste system to keep invaders on top

1) Brahmins the top caste

2) The Outcastes (untouchables, pariahs)

c. Languages are related: William Jones discovered Indo-European, 1786
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3a. Indian (ca. 1000 BC- the present)

a. Causes (challenges): 

1) What do you do when the old ways don’t work any more?

2) new inhabitants

b. Hinduism: the characteristic religion of India

1) polytheistic

2) reincarnation

3) karma

4) Aims

       a) early: to make or persuade gods to do what humans want, through ritual

       b) later: to understand reality. Conclusion: the soul and ultimate reality

(Brahmin) are _________________. (through meditation)

c. Buddhism 

1) Siddhartha Gautama (?563-?483)

2) suffering caused by desire

3) two-fold path (meditation and right living) leads to escape from suffering

reincarnation (to Nirvana)

4. Chinese (ca. 2000 BC-the present)

a. Challenge: the difficult Huang He, (Yellow River)

b. Some dynasties

        1) Xia /shyah/ Dynasty   2000-1500

2) Shang Dynasty (invented writing)           ca. 1532-1027

3) Zhou /joh/ (Wade-Giles: Chou) Dynasty 1027? (collapsed ca. 700?)-256 BC

4) Qin (Wade-Giles: Ch’in) Dynasty     221-206

a) joined parts of the Great Wall together

b) militarists (and therefore failed)

5) Han Dynasty       206 BC-AD 220

6) Mongol (Yüan) Dynasty  1260-1368

7) Manchu (Wade-Giles: Ch’ing) 1644-1911

c. Religion and Ideas

1) the teachings of Confucianism: duty to family and state 

[Confucius 551-479]

2) the teachings of Daoism (Taoism): private mysticism and magic 

[Lao-tzu 605-520]

3) Civil Service (and The Examination)

4) the importation of Buddhism

d. Artifacts and Inventions

1) sericulture

2) paper

3) magnetic compass

4) printing

5) porcelain

6) gunpowder

5. Cretan (ca. 2500 BC—ca. 1200 BC)

a. The challenge: the sea (social challenge unknown)

b. The response: a peaceful maritime civilization

1) unfortified “palaces” 

2) advanced plumbing)

3) “The game”: bull jumping/the legend: Theseus and the Minotaur

c. The Mycenaeans were a semi-civilized pirate society

1) eventually they succeed the “mother” land

d. Decline

1) Mycenaean raids?

2) earthquake?

3) fire?

4) volcano?

6. Middle American (or, Mesoamerican) (ca. 1500 BC-1519) (Classic period: AD 300-600)

a. Challenge: the difficult jungle (clearing the land, collecting rainwater)
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b. response: clearing the jungle, with the side effect of civilization. (The first Egyptians had to

clear the jungle in the Nile River Valley.)

c. some characteristics

1) no draft animals, therefore no perceived use for the wheel

2) maize (called corn in the Americas) a primary food

3) other indigenous plants include potatoes, tomatoes, peppers 

4) cotton (which is also grown in the old world)

d. some major empires

1) Olmecs (ca. 1500 BC-ca. 500 BC)

a) major urban centers: San Lorenzo (to ca. 900 BC), and afterwards, at La

Venta and Tres Zapotes

b) practiced human sacrifice (maybe), developed concept of zero

c) carved giant stone heads at La Venta

d) earliest Mesoamerican writing found at Tres Zapotes (0 BC-ca. 500 BC)

e) metalworking unknown

f) a system of dating was the Olmecs greatest invention (later perfected by

the Mayans)

g) cause of decline unknown–perhaps climate change.

2) Mayans (ca. 600 BC-AD 800s, but in places into the 1600s)

a) flourished between AD 300 and 900

b) major urban centers: Nakbe and El Mirador, Tikal (principal Mayan

ceremonial center) , Palenque, Copán, Calakmul, Chichen Itzá

c) only fully developed writing system in Mesoamerica

d) cause of collapse unknown

3) Teotihuacán (200 BC-AD 500s)

a) Pyramid of the Sun built, AD 50, which, along with the Pyramid of the

Moon, are two of the three largest MesoAmerican structures.

b) destroyed (by invaders?) about AD 600

4) Toltecs (900-1200)

a) in the Valley of Mexico

 b) major urban centers: Tula, Chichen Itzá occupied and rebuilt by Toltec

leader Quetzalcoatl

c) But: Were the Toltecs a real, separate people, 

or a myth taught by the Aztecs? 

5) Aztecs (Mexica) (ca 1426-1519)

a) capital: Tenochtitlán, on Lake Texcoco

b) expanded the area of Tenochtitlán by slowly adding islands, carrying dirt

from the mainland. They were called chinampas, and allowed more food to

be grown in safety.

c) like other Mesoamericans, the Aztecs practiced human sacrifice

d) Critical event from the outside: the European discovery of the Americas

e) destroyed by Spanish conquistadores under Cortés, 1519

(1) Beside weapons, the Spanish brought European germs, which

killed about 90% of the New World population in the next        

century, although pockets of Indians were not reached until later.

(2) Beside germs, Europeans brought Old World foods and animals,

and took back to Europe New World foods and animals. The result is

often  referred to as the Columbian Exchange.

Review of Middle American empires and their cities:
Olmec San Lorenzo, La Venta
Maya El Mirador, Tikal, Palenque, Copan, Chichen Itza 
Teotihuacán Teotihuacán
Toltec Tula, Chichen Itzá (occupied and rebuilt by Toltecs)
Aztecs Tenochtitlán

7. South American (or, Incan) (ca. 1900 BC-1572)

a. Challenge: interaction between groups of different altitudes, difficult terrain, the sea 
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b. Dating of events for South American Civilization is far less certain than for Mesoamerican

Civilization.

c. Some characteristics

1) The llama was domesticated as a pack animal and a source of wool. 

d. Some empires

1) Chavín (ca. 900 BC-200 BC)

a) location: foothills of the Andes in central Peru

2) Nazca (ca. 300 BC-ca. AD 800)

a) built giant drawings in the desert

3) Moche (also, Mochica) (ca. 200 BC-ca. 600)

a) location: northern coast

b) urban center: Sipan

4) Tiwanaku (AD 200-ca. 1200)

a) Located around Lake Titicaca

b) Grew potatoes on raised shelves of dirt called suka kollus. Spaces

between these “islands” formed canals, which not only irrigated the adjacent

fields, but transmitted heat absorbed during the hot days to the land during

the cold nights.

c) Worked extensively with copper.

5) Chimu (850-1460s)

a) location: north coast of the region (where the Moche had been)

b) capital: Chan Chan

c) worshiped the moon and saw the sun as a destroyer

6) Incas (ca. 1440-1572)

a) Built 1000s of miles of narrow roads suitable for pack animals and

walking humans.

b) Inca stonework was highly developed.

c) major urban centers: Cuzco (capital), Machu Picchu

d) conquered by conquistadores led by Pizarro, starting in 1521.

The seven civilizations arising from primitive life.

The first four civilizations started in river valleys.

The first seven civilizations grew out of primitive life.

(Other civilizations grew out of earlier civilizations.)

II. What did civilizations mean to cultures remaining primitive?

A. Neighboring primitive cultures were destroyed.

B. Neighboring primitive cultures were assimilated.

C. Neighboring primitive cultures were influenced.

III. What place do primitive cultures hold in the world today?

All surviving current primitive cultures are endangered.

Why did we look at 4 civilizations?

Because they all arose as a side-effect of building irrigation systems.

Why did we look at 7 civilizations?

Because they all arose out of primitive cultures.

Where did the other civilizations come from?

They arose out of the ashes of earlier civilizations.

What is a dark age?

A dark age is a period between two civilizations.
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